Woolgoolga Real Estate
1/62 Beach St,
Woolgoolga NSW 2456

14 Campbell St, Safety Beach, NSW 2456
House

4

2

$585,000

2

Spacious, stylish in sought after Safety Beach
Expansive family home is more than meets the eye. Inspection is a must to appreciate its size. Nestled perfectly
Open for Inspection
on a spacious corner block, surrounded by zen inspired gardens with the scenic bushland as your backdrop.
By Appointment.
Woolgoolga Lake and Safety Beach are a 340m walk. Move in, forget unpacking, grab your board and head
down for a paddle.
The home is designed with multiple flowing living spaces that encompass the north facing lounge room with new
Property Features
modern charcoal carpet. The dining area is adjacent to kitchen and looks out to the garden, through to the sunlit
 340m to Woopi Lake
family room extending out to the private tiled verandah that is surrounded by picturesque gardens. The upgraded
 Multiple Living Area's
kitchen is in the centre of the home, it offers a generous amount of cupboard and bench space, gas cooking and
 Freshly Tiled and Painted
stainless steel appliances. All four bedrooms are on this level, they are fitted with fans and builtin robes. The
 Landscaped gardens
main bathroom is a 3 way concept convenient for the large family. With the recent coat of paint and stylish
porcelain tiles the home has a warm modern feel.
Down stairs is the DLUG with workspace accessed via Montgomery Close, a large storage room that could double as teenage accommodation, Laundry and
bathroom.
Safety Beach is a tightly held and high sought after location due to its beautiful beach and lake access. Safety beach’s 18 hole golf course is only 250m away, or
walk to the along the beach to the thriving town of Woolgoolga and grab a coffee from a number of award winning restaurants.
Additional features: Solar Hot water, outdoor shower, gas heating, work space in DLUG, low maintenance gardens.
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Listing Number: 2686501
Every precaution has been taken to establish accuracy of the information above, but does not constitute any representation by the vendor or real estate agent.
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